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Nestled in the serene enclave of Arenga Court on the quiet northern fringe of Caboolture, this sprawling approx 3.88

acres (approx 1.57 hectares) of land presents as a unique opportunity for those yearning to embrace a tree-change

lifestyle. Whether you are a growing family seeking to forge lasting memories amidst nature, or simply longing for a

tranquil retreat to fuel your artistic pursuits, 14 Arenga Court promises to be the cornerstone of your future

happiness.There is already cleared land for your forever home site, so this really is a blank canvas waiting for your  dream

home to take shape, and there is still ample room for a large shed and a pool to complete your rural haven, and still more

room for caravans, boats, trailers.This 15,700m² oasis affords the luxury of space and privacy, with your very own private

bush walking tracks, while the kids can enjoy their BMX and mountain bikes trekking through the landscape.  Imagine

evenings spent camping under the twinkling stars, the comfort of distance from neighbours ensuring an intimate

connection with the natural world.  Eschew the hustle of traffic and crowded camp sites; your weekend get aways can be

had in the vastness of your own backyard, with campfires roasting marshmallows and even the chance to forage for bush

tucker.Despite the beautiful bushland setting giving you impression you are miles from anywhere, this retreat remains

conveniently connected, being only 10 minutes from the Bruce Highway and a stone’s throw from the D'Aguilar Highway.

This  stunning blank canvas is ready for you to create your own masterpiece amidst the tranquillity of nature. Don't miss

this call to step back from the fast pace of modern life and get back to what truly matters.For more information or to

arrange a private inspection please call David Miller on 0426 007 138


